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An important, if oft-overlooked (and somewhat maligned) development in the history of 
Starfleet, the Baton Rouge (CA 1300) class Cruiser and the truncated generation of starships 
it spawned rescued the Pax Federationis from a potentially dangerous period of 
complacency, holding the line against aggressive, yet shadowy threats while also 
foreshadowing the highly dynamic, militarized decades of the 23rd Century. 
 
The end of the Earth-Romulan War in 2160 saw Earth Starfleet’s prized ‘pioneers’, the NX, 
Intrepid and Delta classes, loose their luster markedly.  Higher than average wartime 
attrition, engineering complexities and long construction times nearly cost Earth and its allies 
the war.  Humanity’s saving grace was found in the Daedalus class, designed with 
expediency and economics of scale in mind and not at all hindered by the requirements of 
bleeding edge technology.  3 of these cruisers could be built in the time it took to build an 
NX and when combined with some of NX’s more advanced technology, they became fleet 
staples, gradually replacing the wartime veterans. 
 
For all the shortcomings of the former 3 classes and all the advantages of Daedalus, there 
was still a very clear need to maintain an effective defense, relations with the Klingon 
Empire making that quite apparent.  Though humanity’s first contact with the Empire in 2151 
got off to an awkward, uneasy start, hopes for any sort of peaceful coexistence were 
dashed by the actions of Duras, son of Toral over the following 2 years as he attempted to 
destroy the starship Enterprise and capture Captain Jonathan Archer.  Despite the lack of 
any overt antagonism between the two sides for the remainder of the 22nd Century, these 
early encounters would set the tone for deteriorating relations in the decades to come. 
 
To that point, all Starfleet fielded as far as defensive assets were Mercury class Corvettes 
and assets that made up the Provisional Starfighter Force, 10 Victory class Carriers and 700 
surviving Thunderbolt class Attack Fighters.  The former took the technological ‘fusion’ of 
NX/Daedalus and repackaged it in a smaller size, with more advanced engines that made 
for a starship highly adept at border patrol, interdiction and perimeter action duties.  The  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
latter were pure weapons of war, holdovers from the Earth-Romulan conflict that went on to 
define spacecraft categories that no other power bothered to challenge.  This supposed 
superiority gave way to complacency that defined the period more cynical analysts 
termed the ‘Pax Federationis’.   
 
The need for modernization was clear, however the conservative school of thought when it 
came to design combined with bureaucratic wrangling stymied such efforts to a great 
deal.  With this, a period of experimentation ensued.  Starfleet’s first attempt at 
modernization produced a number of classes that followed a squared-off, slab-sided design 
language, clearly placing function over form.  The Caracal (CL 750), Almeida (CH 120), 
Cahuya (SV 745) and Durance (FG 250) classes all worked to expand and enhance the 
fleet’s capabilities, however only Almeida and Durance enjoyed some semblance of 
longevity, thanks to their cargo transport capabilities.  Caracal, while capable, did not 
have the versatility of Daedalus nor the necessary deterrent factor to challenge increasingly 
adventurous pirates and aggressive Klingons.  Finally, Cahuya was small, relatively complex 
and offered nothing new over Daedalus or even the earlier Intrepid class. 
 
To solve this conundrum, the ASDB had to define a new path forward.  Breaking with the 
integrated, ‘industrial’ paradigm, they returned to that of the double hull that they had 
introduced with and had proved so successful on Daedalus.  The foundation, a slab-sided 
secondary hull with warp nacelles extending out to port and starboard, was nothing new.  
What was, was the broad saucer-shaped primary hull connected to it by a compact 
connecting dorsal.  This marked the first use of modular design and construction techniques 
that would go on to be further revised and refined in the decades to come. 
 
Returning to the double hull design paradigm may have helped the ASDB establish a basic 
outline for major component arrangement, but certain pieces had yet to fall into place, 
such as that of impulse engine placement and hangar bay size. 
 



The former was not so much an issue with integrated designs, the only major consideration 
being space at the stern to actually mount the engines.  With Baton Rouge, the new 
saucer’s large size relative to the secondary hull made placement there unfeasible as it 
would seriously hamper maneuverability among other things.  The solution was to create an 
oversized impulse deck along the saucer’s aft edge, with relocated fusion reactors feeding 
a single massive engine.  Though it created a slightly ungainly appearance, the total power 
of this and the two Kloratis VX-28 series warp nacelles gave Baton Rouge surprising speed 
and maneuverability for her size. 
 
The latter’s controversy arose from the remarkable success that Starfleet had with 
transporter technology, certain members of the Admiralty, Corps of Engineers and even the 
ASDB itself believing that with the transporter’s advent and continued maturation of the 
technology, small craft would soon be rendered obsolete and in the case of Baton Rouge, 
were entirely superfluous.  Thankfully though, more rational heads prevailed.  Not only were 
small craft a tactical trump card for Starfleet, but their utility and the flexibility they added to 
a starship was undeniable.  Underscoring this was the remarkable in-field performance of 
the Type E Shuttlecraft, a large, lumbering craft that replaced the pre-war vintage Type D 
Shuttlepod and was adept at everything from small-scale cargo transport to transporting a 
fully equipped squad (12) of marines.  Utilizing a split level flight deck (craft being moved 
back and forth via large elevator platforms), Baton Rouge could accommodate a total of 4 
small craft (nominally 2 Type E’s and 2 smaller Type D’s).   
 
One attribute that didn’t draw any controversy however was the armament.  As initially 
configured, Baton Rouge mounted 12 Phase Cannons and 4 Mod 2 Torpedo Launchers.  An 
advanced deflector shield system pushed it past NX and the Daedalus classes, making it 
the most powerful starship second only to ships of the Victory (DN/CV 950) class.  This ‘hard 
power’ as some analysts described it, was relative.  Phase Cannons, despite being 
gradually improved over their nearly 50 years in service, were still fundamentally limited by 
both hardware and simple physics.  Their poor range and low overall power output belied 
the need for a newer, more powerful weapon system. 
 
Baton Rouge was not intended to be a warship though, at least insomuch as Victory was.  
Like NX and Daedalus, she was to be Starfleet’s principal instrument of galactic exploration 
and scientific study, though capable of challenging any given adversary if the situation 
called for it.  The class’ entry into service in 2205 was met with much fanfare and attention, 
going on to set a record, with a total of 25 examples in service by 2212.  Like Daedalus, 
postings aboard Baton Rouge class ships were highly coveted and remained so for quite 
some time, despite the fact the period from this point up to the Four Years War was 
remarkably quiet. 
 
Of note though, was the mission in 2231 in which the Savannah (CA 1307), Glasgow (CA 
1312) and Hokkaido (CA 1306) escorted the IKV Fencer to Earth.  Aboard the Klingon D-4 
class light cruiser was Captain Krenn sutai-Rustazh.  Ruthless and cunning, yet calculating 
and pragmatic, he was the closest the Imperial Navy came to having an ‘intellectual’ 
within its ranks. 
 
By 2240, Starfleet was firmly entrenched in the ‘Class I Era’ and Baton Rouge had been 
superseded somewhat by the newer, larger Constitution (CH 1700) class of which 12 were 
already in service.  Nevertheless, by the time the Four Years War broke out in 2245, Baton 

Rouge and several classes of similar vintage were removed from front line service and 
reassigned to Starfleet’s Reserve Forces Command. 
 
These reserves were a key component of Starfleet’s war effort early on, Baton Rouge 
fighting alongside Constitution until more modern classes such as Kiaga (DD 820), Surya (FF 
1850) and Santee (SC 1925) could be fielded in numbers.  Refit with PB-32 warp engines 
made them impressive combatants, even more so when Phaser upgrades were completed 
at the tail end of the conflict in 2249. 
 
Post-war, Baton Rouge’s service history was as quiet as it had been pre-war, save for 
another chance encounter with the Klingon Defense Force.  In 2264, the Moscow (CA 1301) 
recovered the IKV Korezima.  The D-7 class battlecruiser remained intact following an 
encounter with the Chatalia, an encounter that forced Commander Kulain to activate the 
self-destruct system.  The system failed however and the battlecruiser was recovered intact, 
proving to be a major intelligence coup for Starfleet and an embarrassment for the KDF. 
 
In 2267, both the Type D shuttlepod and Type E shuttlecraft (both of which by this time, 
operated solely from Baton Rouge class ships) were retired, all ships receiving Type F shuttles 
as replacement.  A major refit also took place, generation a great deal of controversy.  Of 
the 25 Baton Rouge hulls, the youngest example was 55 years old, with the oldest pushing 
70.  With the Class I generation spawning nearly 20 different starship classes and hundreds 
upon hundreds of hulls, the wisdom of expending the effort to drastically refit, let alone 
continue to maintain ships of such advanced age was seriously questioned. 
 
Such scrutiny also brought into question the need for a dedicated reserve force as well, 
again, because of the sheer number of more modern vessels in service.  The Federation’s 
infrastructure and logistics had been developing at a breakneck pace though, Starfleet’s 
starship construction and maintenance footprint expanding tenfold.  With the inception of 
the linear warp upgrade program late in the year and its sheer scope, Baton Rouge would 
serve as a ‘fill in’ class, all 25 ships adopting the roles of classes both big and small, allowing 
more ships to be upgraded quicker.   
 
By 2280, the Saladin and Loknar class linear warp upgrade projects had grown to include a 
number of separate sub-classes, exampled of which were already in service or shortly about 
to be commissioned. A number of Class I designs not getting linear warp upgrades were 
reassigned to the reserves along with 3 Constitution class starships (Republic, Potempkin and 
Essex) from Starfleet’s Training Command (that had just received the Belknap class Decatur 
and Bradley).  These factors together with the aforementioned age issues led Starfleet to 
finally scrap all 25 Baton Rouge class ships and strike them from the vessel registry in early 
2281. 
 
Despite its quiet retirement, the legacy of Baton Rouge and its long, reliable service would 
be borne out during the ‘Lost Era’ at the dawn of the 24th Century, influencing the design 
and operation of numerous starship classes during another transitionary period.



Class 
Classification 
 
Service 
Number Active 
 
Length 
Beam 
Height 
Decks 

Baton Rouge 
Cruiser 
 
2205-81 
0 
 
245m 
153m 
64.6m 
17 

Mass 
 
Complement 

92,500 metric tons 
 
340 

Armament 
 
 
 
 
 
Defense Systems 

12 Phase Cannons (2205-49) 
4 Type VI Phaser Emitters (2249-81) 
 
4 Mod 2 Torpedo Launchers (2205-49) 
2nd Class Torpedo Launchers (2249-81) 
 
Standard Deflector Shield System 
        total capacity 29,952 terajoules 
 
Standard Monotanium Double Hull 



Editor’s Annotations 
 
Where do I start?  I initially started and got about a quarter to half of this written before I took on some freelance work.  In that work, I made somewhat liberal mention of both Baton 
Rouge and Starfleet’s Reserves.  The idea of a reserve force was one that came up a long, long time ago in my pre-wordpress days (at one time I called it the ‘System Defense 
Command’).  Now that I’ve finally finished this and had time to read it over, I realize that I’ve invalidated the histories of just about every other Starfleet ship I’ve done to some degree. 
 
As far as Baton Rouge itself though, the more and more I read up on the class, the more puzzled I became as to why this remains ignored compared to Daedalus (which is smaller, slower 
and weaker) and others.  Designed by Rick Sternbach (of TNG fame), it’s somewhat close in size to Constitution and no matter how you finally spec it out, you’d almost certainly come out 
ahead. 
 
Not much though is known about the class.  It was featured in the fandom reference work Spaceflight Chronology by Stan and Fred Goldstein (with Sternbach as illustrator), but was 
seemingly ignored by both RPGs (FASA, Star Fleet Battles etc) and many other fandom writers/designers.  Much of my own information was gleamed from the Federation Spaceflight 
Chronology (which is no longer online sadly).   
 
One important change to note is my omission of laser based weaponry.  Initially, when doing my freelance stuff, I stuck to the same pattern, describing the ships as featuring laser cannons 
at one point before being refitted with phasers.  However after some consultation with the people I was working with, we decided to streamline things by cutting lasers out all together.  As 
I progressed and continued my work, I realized it made quite a lot of sense, not only from a continuity standpoint, but a technical one as well.   
 
Where the armament itself is concerned, Baton Rouge has an advantage over Detroyat (which served during the same general period), but being developed predominantly for 
exploratory duties, I deemphasized this attribute (and also kept from upgrading the deflector shield system). 
 
One other omission concerns the Battle of Donatu V, which would fall well within the class’ service history.  There are two conflicting accounts of the battle, one featured in the novel My 
Brother’s Keeper: Republic and another in the trilogies Errand of Vengeance and Errand of Fury.  To keep from compromising what I’ve already written, I’m probably going to go back and 
skim the relevant titles and put together a rough synopsis.  From there, I’ll decide which class to revise first (this or Constitution) and then try and figure out whether or not I want to try and 
tie this in with the Four Years War or not. 
 
As for the long service history, I don’t think keeping Baton Rouge (in an auxiliary capacity) around until 2280 is entirely unreasonable.  While it might be stretching it, I wanted to make sure 
that there would be more than enough ships to take over, avoiding a shortfall in the reserves that might potentially undermine its credibility.   
 
Also, if you think about it long enough, Baton Rouge has a 24th century heir in the Renaissance class.  Both were conceived and launched in transitionary periods.  Both were shaped by a 
design language that, if not widely used, was relatively short lived.  Both were also in service for long periods of time *(the Aries part of ‘Battle Group Omega’, assembled to stop the 
Reman Praetor Shinzon in 2379).  Maybe I’ve just been thinking too much though? ;) 
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